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Abstract
A preparation for the experiment on the low temperature vapor explosion was planned at the
department of Nuclear Technology, Chulalongkorn University, Thailand. The objective of the
experiment was to simulate the interaction between the molten fuel and the volatile cooling
liquid without resorting to the high temperature. The experiment was expected to involve the
injection of the liquid material at a moderate temperature into the liquid material with the
very low boiling temperature in order to observe the level of the pressurization as a function
of the temperatures and masses of the applied materials. For this purpose, the liquid nitrogen
and the water were chosen as the coolant and the injected material for this experiment. Due
to the size of the installation and the scale of the interaction, only lumped effect of various
parameters on the explosion was expected from the experiment at this initial stage.
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Introduction
In nuclear engineering, one of the major concern in nuclear safety is the result from the fuel-
coolant interaction (FCI). The interaction between the molten fuel and the water can result
in the very large scale vaporization in a very short time period, the vapor explosion, which
can damage the pressure vessel and the containment. To prevent such a consequence, it is
necessary to understand the mechanism of the process in order to define the safety parameters.

In addition of its safety application, the process that involves the interaction between the
hot material (solid or liquid) and the volatile liquid has also seen its increasing usage for other
industrial purposes. As the boiling phenomenon and the mixing process of the materials can
be either beneficial or a disadvantage, the information on the interaction between the hot
material and the volatile coolant is crucial and is subjected to study.

Due to the limitation in funding and the availability of the heavy industrial applications
in the country, there is currently no demand for the large scale research in vapor explosion
in Thailand. However, the small scale low temperature experiment on this subject can be
valuable. Academically, it offers the fundamental research on the FCI process, albeit at the
low temperature. At the same time, it can also be applied to other industrial purposes such
as that of the cryogenic or other boiling process. It was for these reasons that the project on
the low temperature vapor explosion was proposed.

Study Plan and Objectives
The main objective of the study was to simulate the interaction between the molten fuel
and the volatile cooling liquid without resorting to the high temperature. By observing the
outcome of the interaction, it was expected that the mechanism of the interaction can be
deduced. However, due to the size of the installation and the expected scale of the explosion,
no detailed information was expected at this initial stage and only the lumped effect of various
parameters on the explosion was to be correlated.

The aiming at this initial stage of the research was to set up the installation for the
experiment. In order to accomplish this task, it was necessary to estimate the scale of the
explosion for the desired configuration of the installation. This was done not only to ensure
the safety of the installation but, more specifically, to ensure that the explosion could be
observed.

In addition to the numerical estimation for the level of the explosion, a limited number of
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pre-experiments were also conducted to test the possibility of the vapor explosion in an open
environment and in a partly open environment at the room condition. No actual measurement
was taken. The observation was done only visually in order to confirm the results.

The last step of this initial stage was to design and construct the installation for the ex-
periment. The installation was designed in a modular fashion so that change or modification
could be done for a specific parts of the installation without having to rebuild it from the
ground up. In addition, in order to simplify the design, the installation was to be operated
mechanically. In the next stage of the research, with the installation working, a number of
electronic devices would be incorporated in order to obtained the more detailed and accurate
measurement and to automate the operation.

Numerical Estimation of the Explosion
In order to estimate the scale of the explosion, a suitable model for the calculation must
be used. Even though the actual interaction and the propagation of the explosion were not
primarily known, the pressure level and amount of material that interacted might be estimated
based on the thermodynamic of the system.

The most fundamental model for the estimation was that of the system in equilibrium.
In such case, the fuel, the liquid coolant and the produced vapor were to be at the same
temperature. This also implied that the system was at the saturating pressure of the coolant,
otherwise the liquid coolant and the produced vapor can not be at the same temperature.
With the total mass of the fuel, mj?, at the initial temperature of TFO and the initial pressure
Po, the initial total mass of the liquid coolant, m/o, the initial total mass of the vapor, mgo
and with the temperature of the liquid and the vapor being the saturating temperature, Tsat,o,
the total initial heat, Etota.u carried in the system could be calculated as

-Etotai = mjAFo + mfohfo + mgohgo (1)

where %FO was the internal energy at TFO per unit mass of the fuel and h/0 and hgo were the
enthalpy of the saturated liquid and the saturated vapor at Tsato-

With the assumption that the system was at the equilibrium, no heat loss from the system
and no chemical reaction was observed, the total heat of the system could be described as

•Btotal = mFi*F + m*fh*f + mg*h*g (2)

where i*F was the internal energy of the fuel at the final temperature T* and at the final
pressure P*, m*j and m* were the final mass of the liquid and the vapor and h*f and h* were
the enthalpy of the saturated liquid and the enthalpy of the saturated vapor at T* (it should
be noted that P* was the saturating pressure). Another restriction that must be applied was
the conservation of the total mass of the coolant (liquid and vapor). This was described as

rrifo + rrigo = m*f + m*g (3)

To actually solve the above equation, it was also necessary to have the property tables or
the correlations that described the relation between the pressure, the temperature and the
internal energy and/or the enthalpy of the fuel and the coolant.

The pressure obtained with the above equations was expected for the system that was
in equilibrium. In practice, not only the system hardly ever reached the equilibrium in the
time scale of the process, the pressure at the equilibrium was expected to be much lower than
the pressure observed during the transient. Therefore, while the obtained equilibrium might
give the scale of the explosion to be expected, it was still not good enough for the designing
purpose.

Another model that was applied was termed the instantaneous explosion model. In this
model, the fuel was suddenly quenched to its melting temperature, TFS- The heat content
of the fuel was transferred to the coolant and was totally used for vaporization and heating
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Table 1: The expected final pressure (P"), liquid nitrogen temperature (T^) and
the void fraction (a) as calculated with "EES" for the final water temperature
(T£) from 108-192 K and at the equilibrium (*)

T£(K)
108
120
132
144
156
168
180
192
107*

P"(kPa)

1252
1315
1346
1359
1361
1354
1339
1319
1247

107
108
109
109
109
109
108
108
107

a

0.87
0.86
0.85
0.84
0.84
0.83
0.83
0.83
0.87

the produced vapor such that its final temperature was the same as that of the fuel. For the
liquid coolant, none of the heat was received and the liquid stayed approximately at its initial
temperature with no significant change in its enthalpy while the system was pressurized. In
this condition, i*F,m*f,m*, and h* were the internal energy of the fuel at its melting point,
the final mass of the liquid, the final mass of the vapor and the enthalpy of the vapor at the
melting point of the fuel.

This instantaneous explosion model resulted in a substantially higher pressure level. The
model, however, was not realistic. Since, it was more possible that the heat transferred from
the fuel was used for the vaporization and the heating of both the liquid and the vapor.
Further more, the final temperature of the fuel after the explosion might be either lower or
higher than the melting point. This was entirely due to the fuel fragmentation process and
the rate at which the heat was transferred from the fuel. Still, the obtained pressure level
should define the upper limit for the expected pressure level during the explosion.

With the upper and the lower limit for the pressure level being obtained, it was expected
that the actual maximum pressure during the explosion lied some where between these two
values. If the pressure and the temperatures of the fuel and the coolant during the explosion
were actually observed, it was possible to then calculate the amount of the materials that inter-
acted during the process with the thermodynamic model. For this assumption, m*j,m*g, i% h*j
and h* were the liquid mass, the vapor mass, the fuel internal energy, the enthalpy of the
liquid and the vapor, all measured at the given final pressure and temperatures.

In calculating the final pressure and temperatures, the major complication arose from the
fact that property tables or correlations must be supplied for the fuel and the coolant. The
interpolation of the data and the interation were then expected for the calculation.

With the water as the fuel and the liquid nitrogen as the liquid coolant, a number of calcu-
lations were conducted with the computer program "EES." For the calculations, a cylindrical
volume with the height of 1.0 m and the inside diameter of 0.1 m was assumed for the system.
The initial pressure of the system was 100 kPa. The total mass of water at 300 K was 0.1
kg while the total mass of the saturated liquid nitrogen plus N2 was 1.0 kg. In the specified
volume, the initial void fraction was calculated as approximately 0.85.

As "EES" did not have the property of the ice water, the condition of the instantaneous
explosion was not calculated. Assume that N2 also had the same final temperature as that
of the water while as the liquid nitrogen was at the saturating point, the final pressure, the
saturating temperature of the liquid nitrogen and the void fraction were obtained as shown
together with that for the equilibrium condition in Table 1. The intermediate pressures were
also plotted against the expected temperature of the fuel in Figure 1.

Under the condition as given, the maximum pressure was calculated to be 1361 kPa. Con-
Intermediate Pressure (kPa)
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Figure 1: The calculated intermediate pressure for the expected temperature of
the fuel

sider that the initial pressure in the system was 100 kPa, the system was predicted to be
pressurized by ten folds in the process.

Pre-Experiments
In order to verify the possibility of the vapor explosion at low temperature, a number of pre-
experiments were conducted, visually observed and recorded. These pre-experiments were
conducted by simply injecting an amount of water into a volume of the liquid nitrogen in an
open container.

Since the experiments were conducted in an open environment, the produced vapor could
expand freely. As a result, even though it was observed that the liquid nitrogen was rapidly
boiled by the injected water, no explosion was observed in any of these pre-experiments. It
might still be possible for the explosion to occur in an open environment, however, if the
very large amount of the water and the liquid nitrogen were used in this configuration. The
condition as such was not of interest and was not implemented.

For the pre-experiments conducted in the system that was partially open, the pressure
build up in the system was observed. Consider that the produced nitrogen gas could get out
of the container mainly through the small opening, the free expansion of the produced vapor
would not be possible in this configuration. From these results, therefore, it was concluded
that one of the possible factors that controlled the pressurization and/or the vapor explosion
was the ability of the vapor to expand during the process.

Design of the Installation
The installation was designed in a modular fashion. Apart from the connecting pipes and all
the control and auxiliary devices, the installation can be divided into four parts. The first
one was the container. This part served as a basis platform in which all the other parts could
be built and placed up on. Therefore, the part should be strong enough to support the whole
structure. To reduce the heat loss rate, the volume inside the container could also be filled
with the insulator.
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The second part of the installation was termed the "explosion chamber." It was the most
critical part of the installation as it was the place where the interaction took place. In
general, the explosion chamber was the cylindrical tube with its top end connected to the
water injection package. For the liquid nitrogen, it would be filled into the chamber from
the bottom. Once the desired level of liquid nitrogen was reached, the valve on the pipe
that connected the chamber to the liquid nitrogen tank would be closed so that the water
could be injected. As the explosion chamber was the part that experienced the most harsh
environment, it should be made with the material that could withstand the low temperature,
the chemical attack, the rust and the stress induced by the pressurization. In addition, the
inner side fo the chamber should also be insulated in order to reduce the heat transfer from
the environment to the coolant.

The third part of the installation was the expansion tube. This part was connected to the
explosion chamber and provided the extra volume for the vapor produced by the interaction
to expand in to. In one aspect, it provided a safety margin for the explosion so that the
system might not be over pressurized. At the same time, the tube also served as a mechanical
mean to measure the magnitude of the explosion. This was done by filling the expansion
tube with the viscous liquid such as the lubricating oil, the increasing pressure would drive
the liquid out of the expansion tube in to the drain storage which was the forth part of the
installation. By measuring the volume of the liquid driven out of the expansion tube into the
drain storage, the work done by the expansion would then be calculated and correlated in
order to obtain the magnitude of the explosion.

An overview drawing that showed the arrangement of the installation, including the con-
nection between the container, the explosion chamber, the expansion tube and the drain
storage was also given in Figure 2.

LIQUID NITROGEN TAHK

1 V* HWW*

Figure 2: Overview drawing of the installation

Conclusion and Future Plan of Study
From the numerical calculation for the interaction of the liquid water and the liquid nitrogen
in a closed volume at room condition, it was estimated that the system could be pressurized
by a factor of ten by the interaction between 0.1 kg of water at 300 K and 1.0 kg of liquid
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nitrogen. By conducting the pre-experiments in an open environment, no vapor explosion was
observed, though the rapid boiling of the liquid nitrogen due to the interaction with the water
was clearly seen. The pressure buildup observed in the pre-experiments for a partially open
environment confirmed that one condition for the vapor explosion and/or the pressurization
was the ability of the vapor to expand in the system during the process.

The design of the installation was done in a modular fashion. There are four separate
parts that were connected to each other. The container was the platform in which the whole
structure was to be constructed on. The explosion chamber was for conducting the experi-
ment. The expansion tube was designed to provide an extra room for the expansion of the
produced vapor. The last part, the drain storage, worked together with the expansion tube
to provide a mechanical mean for measuring the expansion work caused by the interaction.

At the time of this writing, the construction of the installation was underway, and was
expected to be completed before the end of the year 1999. With the installation ready, the
plan was set to conduct the experiments for the system with the configuration similar to that
used in the pre-experiments. This was done to obtain the actual reading for the scale for
the explosion and/or the pressurization. The larger volume of water and the liquid nitrogen
would also be implemented. The interactions between other different materials could also be
attempted.

To obtain the information on the progress of the interaction, the more sensitive devices
could also be design and incorporated into the installation in order to observe the temperature
and the pressure transient during the process. The condition of the system and the materials
after the process was concluded should also be observed in order to identify the mechanisms
of the interaction and the fragmentation process.
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